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Abstract. A complete classiﬁcation of the complexity of the local and
global satisﬁability problems for graded modal language over traditional
classes of frames has already been established. By “traditional” classes
of frames we mean those characterized by any positive combination of
reﬂexivity, seriality, symmetry, transitivity, and the Euclidean property.
In this paper we ﬁll the gaps remaining in an analogous classiﬁcation
of the graded modal language with graded converse modalities. In particular, we show its NExpTime-completeness over the class of Euclidean
frames, demonstrating this way that over this class the considered language is harder than the language without graded modalities or without
converse modalities. We also consider its variation disallowing graded
converse modalities, but still admitting basic converse modalities. Our
most important result for this variation is conﬁrming an earlier conjecture that it is decidable over transitive frames. This contrasts with the
undecidability of the language with graded converse modalities.

1

Introduction

Since many years modal logic has been an active topic in many academic disciplines, including philosophy, mathematics, linguistics, and computer science.
Regarding applications in computer science, e.g., in knowledge representation or
veriﬁcation, some important variations are those involving graded and converse
modalities. In this paper, we investigate their computational complexity.
By a modal logic we will mean a pair (L, F), represented usually as F(L∗ ),
where L is a modal language, F is a class of frames, and L∗ is a short symbolic
representation of L (see the next paragraph), characterizing the modalities of L.
While we are mostly interested in languages with graded and converse modalities, to set the scene we need to mention languages without them. Overall,
the following ﬁve languages are relevant: the basic one-way modal language
(L∗ = ♦) containing only one, forward, modality ♦; graded one-way modal language (L∗ = ♦≥ ) extending the previous one by graded forward modalities,
− ) containing basic for♦≥n , for all n ∈ N; two-way modal language (L∗ = ♦, ♦
− ; graded two-way modal language
ward modality and the converse modality ♦
− ≥ ) containing the forward modality, the converse modality and
(L∗ = ♦≥ , ♦
− ≥n , for all n ∈ N ; and, additionally, a restriction of
their graded versions ♦≥n , ♦
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the latter without graded converse modalities, but with basic converse modality
− ).
(L∗ = ♦≥ , ♦
The meaning of graded modalities is natural: ♦≥n ϕ means “ϕ is true at no
− ≥ ϕ means “ϕ is true at no
fewer than n successors of the current world”, and ♦
fewer than n predecessors of the current world”. We also recall that ♦ϕ means
− ϕ—“ϕ is true at some
“ϕ is true at some successor of the current world” and ♦
predecessor of the current world”. Thus, e.g., ♦ is simply ♦≥1 .
Our aim is to classify the complexity of the local (“in a world”) and global (“in
all worlds”) satisﬁability problems for all the logics obtained by combining any
of the above languages with any class of frames from the so-called modal cube,
that is a class of frames characterized by any positive combination of reﬂexivity
(T), seriality (D), symmetry (B), transitivity (4), and the Euclidean property
(5). See Fig. 1 for a visualization of the modal cube. Nodes of the depicted graph
correspond to classes of frames and are labelled by letters denoting the abovementioned properties, with S used in S4 and S5 for some historical reasons to
denote reﬂexivity, and K denoting the class of all frames. Note that the modal
cube contains only 15 classes, since some diﬀerent combinations of the relevant
properties lead to identical classes, e.g., seriality implies reﬂexivity, symmetry
and transitivity imply the Euclideaness, and so on. A lot of work has been already
done. The cases of basic one-way language and graded one-way language are
completely understood. See Fig. 1. The results for the former can be established
using some standard techniques, see, e.g., [3] and the classical paper [9]. The
local satisﬁability of the latter is systematically analysed in [7], with complexities
turning out to lie between NP and NExpTime. As for its global satisﬁability,
some of the results follow from [7], some are given in [15], and the other can be
easily obtained using again some standard techniques. In the case of non-graded
two-way modal language, over most relevant classes of frames, tight complexity
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Fig. 1. Complexity of one-way modal logics. All bounds are tight. If local and global
satisﬁability diﬀer in complexity then “L:” indicates the local and “G:”—the global
satisﬁability.
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Fig. 2. Complexities of two-way modal logics. All bounds are tight.

bounds for local and global satisﬁability are also known. However, according to
the survey part of [15], for global satisﬁability of the logics of transitive frames,
− ), S4(♦, ♦
− ), D4(♦, ♦
− ), which is known to be in ExpTime (due to [5] or
K4(♦, ♦
due to a translation to description logic SI, whose satisﬁability is in ExpTime
[14]), the corresponding lower bound is missing. In the literature we were also
− ),
not able ﬁnd a tight lower bound for the logics of Euclidean frames, K5(♦, ♦
− ). We provide both missing bounds in the full version of this paper [2],
D5(♦, ♦
obtaining them by reductions from the acceptance problem for polynomially
space bounded alternating Turing machines.1 See the left part of Fig. 2 for a
complete complexity map in this case.
Let us now turn our attention to the most expressive two-way graded modal
language with both graded forward and graded converse modalities. Its local and
global satisﬁability problems over the class of all frames (K) are known to be,
resp., PSpace-complete and ExpTime-complete (see the survey part of [15] and
references therein). In Sect. 2.2, we explain how to obtain these bounds, as well
as the same bounds in all cases involving neither transitivity nor Euclideaness.
For the ExpTime-bound, we employ the so-called standard translation. Over
K4, D4 and S4 the logics turn out to be undecidable [15]. We remark that
these are the only undecidable members of the whole family of logics considered
in this paper. What remains are the classes of frames involving the Euclidean
− ≥ ) and
property. We solve them in Sect. 3. We prove that the logics K5(♦≥ , ♦
−
D5(♦≥ , ♦≥ ) are locally and globally NExpTime-complete. Interestingly, this
is a higher complexity than the ExpTime-complexity of the language without
graded modalities [5] and NP-complexity of the language without converse [7]
over the same classes of frames. We also show that, when additionally transitivity
− ≥ ) and D45(♦≥ , ♦
− ≥ ), the complexity
is required, that is, for the logics K45(♦≥ , ♦
drops down to NP.
1

As explained to the ﬁrst author by Emil Jeřábek, the latter bound can be alternatively proved by a reduction from TB, whose ExpTime-hardness follows from [4].
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− , ♦≥ ) in
Finally, we consider the above-mentioned intermediate language (♦
which we can count the successors, we have the basic converse modality, but
we cannot count the predecessors. Our main result here, presented in Sect. 4,
is the decidability of the corresponding logics of transitive frames K4, D4 and
S4. The result is obtained by showing the ﬁnite model property of the logics.
This way we conﬁrm a conjecture stated in [8] (an analogous conjecture was also
formulated in the description logic setting [6,15]). The logics of the remaining
classes of frames retain their complexities from the graded two-way case.
Due to a large number of papers in which the complexity bounds from Figs. 1
and 2 are scattered, we have not referenced all of them in this introduction. A
reader willing to ﬁnd an appropriate reference is asked to use an online tool
prepared by the ﬁrst author (http://bartoszbednarczyk.com/mlnavigator). For
missing proofs see [2].
Related formalisms. Graded modalities are examples of counting quantiﬁers
which are present in various formalisms. In particular, counting quantiﬁers were
introduced for ﬁrst-order logic: ∃≥n xϕ means: ”at least n elements x satisfy ϕ”.
The satisﬁability problem for some fragments of ﬁrst-order logic with counting
quantiﬁers was shown to be decidable. In particular, the two-variable fragment
is NExpTime-complete [11], the two-variable guarded fragment is ExpTimecomplete [12], and the one-variable fragment is NP-complete [13]. Counting
quantiﬁers are also present, in the form of the so-called number restrictions, in
some description logics, DLs. As some standard DLs embed modal logics, some
results on DLs with number restrictions may be used to infer upper bounds on
the complexity of some graded modal logics.

2
2.1

Preliminaries
Languages, Kripke Structures and Satisfiability

Let us ﬁx a countably inﬁnite set Π of propositional variables. The language of
graded two-way modal logic is deﬁned inductively as the smallest set of formulas
containing Π, closed under Boolean connectives and, for any formula ϕ, contain− ≥n ϕ, for all n ∈ N. Given a formula ϕ, we denote its length by
ing ♦≥n ϕ and ♦
|ϕ|, and measure it as the number of symbols required to write ϕ, with numbers
in subscripts ≥ n encoded in binary.
The basic modality ♦ can be deﬁned in terms of graded modalities: ♦ϕ :=
− := ♦
− ≥1 . Keeping this in mind,
♦≥1 ϕ. Analogously, for the converse modality: ♦
we may treat all languages mentioned in the introduction as fragments of the
above deﬁned graded two-way modal language. We remark that we may also
− ≤n ϕ := ¬♦
− ≥n+1 ϕ, ϕ := ¬♦¬ϕ and
introduce modalities ♦≤n ϕ := ¬♦≥n+1 ϕ, ♦
− ¬ϕ.
ϕ := ¬♦
The semantics is deﬁned with respect to Kripke structures, that is, structures
over the relational signature with unary predicates Π and a binary predicate R,
represented as triples A = W, R, V , where W is the universe, R is a binary
relation on W , and V is a function V : Π → P(W ), called a valuation. The
satisfaction relation is deﬁned inductively as follows:
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– A, w |= p iﬀ w ∈ V (p), for p ∈ Π,
– A, w |= ¬ϕ iﬀ A, w |= ϕ and similarly for the other Boolean connectives,
– A, w |= ♦≥n ϕ iﬀ there is at least n worlds v ∈ W such that w, v ∈ R and
A, v |= ϕ,
− ≥n ϕ iﬀ there is at least n worlds v ∈ W such that v, w ∈ R and
– A, w |= ♦
A, v |= ϕ,
Given a structure A = W, R, V  as above, we call the pair W, R its frame.
For a class of frames F, we deﬁne the local (global) satisﬁability problem of
a modal language L over F as follows. Given a formula ϕ of L verify if ϕ is
satisﬁed at some world (all worlds) w of some structure A whose frame belongs
to F. As said in the introduction, we are interested in all classes of frames characterized by any positive combination of reﬂexivity (T), seriality (D), symmetry
(B), transitivity (4), and the Euclidean property (5).
2.2

Standard Translation

Modal logic can be seen as a fragment of ﬁrst-order logic via the so-called standard translation (see, e.g., [3]). Here we present its variation suited for graded
and converse modalities. We deﬁne functions stz for z ∈ {x, y}. Let ϕ be a
graded two-way modal logic formula. Below we explicitly show the deﬁnition of
stx . The deﬁnition of sty is symmetric.
stx (p) = p(x) for p ∈ Π

(1)

stx (ϕ ∧ ψ) = stx (ϕ) ∧ stx (ψ) similarly for ¬, ∨, etc.

(2)

stx (♦≥C ϕ) = ∃≥C .y(R(x, y) ∧ sty (ϕ))

(3)

− ≥C ϕ) = ∃≥C .y(R(y, x) ∧ sty (ϕ))
stx (♦

(4)

We note here that the obtained formula lies in the guarded two-variable fragment
with counting quantiﬁers, GC2 , whose satisﬁability is ExpTime-complete [12]. It
is not diﬃcult to see that ϕ is locally (globally) satisﬁable iﬀ ∃xstx (ϕ) (∀xstx (ϕ))
is satisﬁable.
Since symmetry, seriality and reﬂexivity are trivially deﬁnable in GC2 , the
standard translation can be used to provide a generic upper bound for the logics
over all classes of frames from the modal cube involving neither transitivity nor
Euclideaness. The global satisﬁability for basic language ♦ is already ExpTimehard [10] hence the following theorem holds.
− ≥ ) where L is
Theorem 1. The global satisﬁability problem for L(♦≥ , ♦
any class of frames from the modal cube involving neither transitivity nor
Euclideaness, is ExpTime-complete.
In the case of local satisﬁability, the complexity boils down to PSpace. For
two-way graded language over K, D and T, we can adapt an existing tableaux
algorithm by Tobies [14], yielding a tight PSpace bound. If the class of frames
is symmetric, then the forward and converse modalities coincide and thus we
may just apply the result for graded one-way language stated in [7]. Thus:
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− ≥ ), where L is any class
Theorem 2. The local satisﬁability problem for L(♦≥ , ♦
of frames from the modal cube involving neither transitivity nor Euclideaness, is
PSpace-complete.

3

Euclidean Frames: Counting Successors and
Predecessors

In this section, we consider the two-way graded modal language over frames
from the modal cube satisfying the Euclidean property. We demonstrate an
exponential gap (NExpTime vs NP) between the logics of Euclidean frames
K5, D5 and the logics of transitive Euclidean frames K45, D45.
We note that for the two remaining Euclidean classes of frames, i.e., KB45
and S5, whose frames are additionally supposed to be symmetric, the obtained
logics may be seen as one-way and thus their NP-completeness follows immediately from [7].
3.1

The Shape of Euclidean Frames

We begin by describing the shape of frames under consideration. Let A =
/ R,
W, R, V  be a Kripke structure. A world w ∈ W is called a lantern if w , w ∈
for every w ∈ W . We say that lantern l ∈ W illuminates world w ∈ W if
l, w ∈ R. We say that l illuminates a set of worlds I ⊆ W if l illuminates every
world w ∈ I. We say that w1 , w2 ∈ W are R-equivalent (or simply equivalent if
R is known from a context), if both w1 , w2  ∈ R and w2 , w1  ∈ R. The R-clique
for w1 in A is the set QA (w1 ) ⊆ W consisting of w1 and all worlds R-equivalent
to w1 . A world w ∈ W is reﬂexive if w, w ∈ R. We say that A is R-connected
if W, R ∪ R−1  is a connected graph. By LA we denote the set of all lanterns in
A. By QA we denote W \ LA . See Fig. 3.
Lemma 1. Let A be an R-connected structure over a Euclidean frame W, R.
All worlds in QA are reﬂexive and QA is an R-clique.
Before we start proving complexity results for some more speciﬁc classes, we
observe that global and local satisﬁability are reducible to each other over any
class involving Euclideaness. It follows from the fact that, as it usually happens
for modal logics, we can restrict attention to R-connected frames and over such
frames we can deﬁne a universal modality U. Recall that Uϕ is true at a world
w of a Kripke structure A if and only if ϕ is true at all worlds of A. Once we
understand how connected Euclidean structures look like, it is not hard to see
that the universal modality can be deﬁned by setting Uϕ :=   ϕ and to
prove the following lemma:
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Fig. 3. A Euclidean structure A with LA = {l1 , l2 }

Lemma 2. The universal modality U is deﬁnable in two-way modal language
over connected Euclidean frames. Thus, for logics (L, F), where L contains the
two-way modal language and F involves Euclideaness, the local and global satisﬁability problems are polynomially interreducible.
3.2

The Upper Bound for Graded Two-Way K5 and D5

− ≥ ) and
Theorem 3. The local and global satisﬁability problems for K5(♦≥ , ♦
−
D5(♦≥ , ♦≥ ) are in NExpTime.
Proof. We start with the case of the class of all Euclidean frames K5. We translate a given modal formula ϕ to the two-variable logic with counting C2 , in
which both graded modalities and the shape of connected Euclidean structures,
as deﬁned in Lemma 1, can be expressed. Since satisﬁability of C2 is in NExpTime [12], we obtain the desired conclusion. Recall the standard translation st
from Sect. 2.2. Let lantern(·) be a new unary predicate and deﬁne ϕtr as
stx (ϕ)∧∀x∀y. (¬lantern(x) ∧ ¬lantern(y) → R(x, y))∧(lantern(y) → ¬R(x, y)) .
Since stx (ϕ) belongs to GC2 , ϕtr belongs to C2 (but not to GC2 ), Moreover,
it features one free variable x. Let B be a Kripke structure over a Euclidean
+
frame. Expand B to a structure B+ by setting lantern B = {w ∈ B | w ∈ LB }.
Taking into account Lemma 1 a structural induction on ϕ easily establishes the
following condition
B, w0 |= ϕ if and only if B+ |= ϕtr [w0 /x] for every world w0 ∈ B.
− ≥ ) formula ϕ is locally satisﬁable if and only if C2 formula
Thus, a K5(♦≥ , ♦
− ≥ ) local
∃≥1 x.ϕtr is satisﬁable, yielding a NExpTime algorithm for K5(♦≥ , ♦
satisﬁability. Membership of global satisﬁability in NExpTime is implied by
Lemma 2.
For the case of serial Euclidean frames, D5, it suﬃces to supplement the C2
formula deﬁned in the case of K5 with a conjunct ∃x.(¬lantern(x)) expressing
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seriality. Correctness follows then from the simple observation that a Euclidean
frame is serial if and only if it contains at least one non-lantern world (recall
that all these worlds are reﬂexive).
3.3

Lower Bounds for Two-Way Graded K5 and D5

We now show a matching NExpTime-lower bound for the logics from the previous section. We concentrate on local satisﬁability, but by Lemma 2 the results will
hold also for global satisﬁability. Actually, we obtain a stronger result, namely,
we show that the two-way graded modal logics K5 and D5 remain NExpTimehard even if counting in one-way (either backward or forward) is forbidden. In
− ) and D5(♦≥ , ♦
− ). We recall
particular, we show hardness of the logics K5(♦≥ , ♦
that this gives a higher complexity than the ExpTime-complexity of language
− [5] and NP-complexity of language ♦≥ [7] over the same classes of frames.
♦, ♦
As a corollary, any adaptation of the translation to GF2 from [5] fails when
counting is allowed, unless ExpTime=NExpTime.
For proving our hardness result, we employ the torus tiling problem, where
the goal is to decide whether there is a solution of tilings of an exponential torus.
Definition 1 (5.16 from [1]). A torus tiling problem P is a tuple (T , H, V),
where T is a ﬁnite set of tile types and H, V ⊆ T ×T represent the horizontal and
vertical matching conditions. Let P be a tilling problem and c = t0 , t1 , . . . , tn−1 ∈
T n an initial condition. A mapping τ : {0, 1, . . . , 2n − 1} × {0, 1, . . . , 2n − 1} → T
is a solution for P and c if and only if, for all i, j < 2n , the following holds
(τ (i, j), τ (i ⊕2n 1, j)) ∈ H, (τ (i, j), τ (i, j ⊕2n 1)) ∈ V and τ (0, i) = ti for all
i < n, where ⊕i denotes addition modulo i. It is well-known that there exists a
NExpTime-complete torus tiling problem.
Outline of the Proof. The proof is based on a polynomial time reduction from torus tiling problem as in Deﬁnition 1. Henceforward we assume
that a NExpTime-complete torus tiling problem P = (T , H, V) is ﬁxed. Let
c = t0 , t1 , . . . , tn−1 ∈ T n be its initial condition. We write a formula which is
(locally) satisﬁable iﬀ (P, c) has a solution. Each cell of the torus carries a position (H, V ) ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 2n −1}×{0, 1, . . . , 2n −1}, encoded in binary in a natural
way by means of propositional letters v0 , v1 , . . . , vn−1 and h0 , h1 , . . . , hn−1 , with
h0 and v0 denoting the least signiﬁcant bits. In the reduction, a single cell of
the torus corresponds to a unique inner, i.e., non-lantern, world. Since there are
exactly 2n ·2n cells, we enforce that also the total number of inner worlds is equal
to 2n · 2n . We make use of graded modalities to specify that every inner world
has exactly 2n · 2n successors. We stress here that this is the only place where
we employ counting. Thus the proof works in the case where graded converse
modalities are disallowed (but the basic converse modality will be necessary).
Alternatively we could equivalently write that every inner world have exactly
2n · 2n inner predecessors, and obtain hardness of the language with graded
converse modalities, but without graded forward modalities.
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Once we enforced a proper size of our torus, we must be sure that two distinct
inner worlds carry diﬀerent positions. We do it in two steps. We ﬁrst write that
a world with position (0, 0) occurs in a model. For the second step, we assume
that the grid is chessboard-like, i.e., all elements are coloured black or white in
the same way as a chessboard is. Then, we say that every world is illuminated
by four lanterns, where each of them propagates ⊕2n 1 relation on the proper
axis (from a black node to a white one and vice versa). Finally, having the torus
prepared we encode a solution for a given tiling by simply labelling each inner
world with some tile letter t and ensure (from the vantage point of lanterns) that
any two horizontal or vertical neighbours do not violate the tiling constraints.
Encoding the Exponential Torus. Our goal is now to deﬁne a formula
describing the exponential torus. The shape of the formula is following:
def

ϕtorus = ϕfirstCell ∧ U (ϕpartition ∧ ϕchessboard ∧ ϕtorusSize ∧ ϕsucc )
where U is the universal modality as in Lemma 2. The formula is going to say
that: (i) the current world has position (0, 0); (ii) every world is either a lantern
or an inner world; (iii) the torus is chessboard-like, i.e., its cells are coloured
black and white exactly as a real chessboard is; (iv) the overall size of the torus
is equal to 2n · 2n ; (v) each world of the torus has a proper vertical and a proper
horizontal successor. The ﬁrst four properties are straightforward to deﬁne:
def

ϕfirstCell = inner ∧ white ∧

n−1

i=0

def

(¬vi ∧ ¬hi )

− )
ϕpartition = (lantern ↔ ¬inner ) ∧ (lantern ↔ ¬♦
def

ϕchessboard = (white ↔ ¬black ) ∧ (white ↔ (v0 ↔ h0 ))
def

ϕtorusSize = inner → ♦=2n ·2n 
The formula ϕtorusSize is valid, since the set of all inner worlds form a clique. The
obtained formulae are of polynomial length since the number 2n · 2n is encoded
in binary.
What remains is to deﬁne ϕsucc . For this, for every inner world we ensure
that there exists a proper lantern responsible for establishing the appropriate
successor relation. There will be four diﬀerent types of such lanterns, denoted
by propositional symbols: vbw , hbw , vwb, hwb. The intuition is the following: the
ﬁrst letter h or v indicates whether a lantern is responsible for H or V relation.
The last two letters say whether a successor relation will be established between
black and white worlds, or in the opposite way.
def

ϕsucc = (lantern →



(♥ ∧ ϕ♥ ))∧

♥∈{vbw ,hbw ,vwb,hwb}

(inner →



♥∈{vbw ,hbw ,vwb,hwb}

− (lantern ∧ ϕ♥ ))
♦
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Here we present ϕvbw only. The remaining formulas can be constructed in an
analogous way and are explicitly shown in [2]. The formula below, intended to be
interpreted at a lantern, consists of three parts: (i) the black and the white worlds
illuminated by a lantern are pseudo-unique, i.e., all white (respectively, black)
worlds illuminated by the same lantern carry the same position; uniqueness will
follow later from ϕtorusSize ; (ii) all black worlds illuminated by a lantern have
the same H-position as all white worlds illuminated by this lantern; (iii) if Vw
(respectively, Vb ) encodes a V -position of the white (respectively, black) worlds
def

illuminated by a lantern, then Vw = Vb ⊕2n 1. Put ϕvbw = ϕpseudoUniqueness ∧
ϕequalH ∧ ϕVw =Vb ⊕2n 1 . The deﬁnitions of the ﬁrst and the second part of ϕvbw
are simple:


def

ϕpseudoUniqueness =



n−1


♦(c ∧ pi ) → (c ∧ pi )

c∈{white,black } p∈{v,h} i=0

def

ϕequalH =

n−1


♦(black ∧ hi ) ↔ ♦(white ∧ hi )

i=0

Finally, we need to encode the ⊕2n -operation as formula ϕVw =Vb ⊕2n 1 , but it is a
standard implementation of binary addition. The following lemma says that the
formula ϕtorus indeed deﬁnes a proper torus. Its proof is routine.
Lemma 3. Assume that the the formula ϕtorus is locally satisﬁed at a world w
of a Euclidean structure A = W, R, V . Then, set QA (w), i.e., the R-clique for
w, contains exactly 2n · 2n elements and each of them carries a diﬀerent position
(H, V ), i.e., there are no two worlds v, v  satisfying exactly the same hi - and
vi -predicates.
Having deﬁned a proper torus, it is quite easy to encode a solution to the
torus tiling problem P with the initial condition c. Each inner node will be
labelled with a single tile from T and using appropriate lanterns we enforce that
two neighbouring worlds do not violate tiling rules H and V. The whole process
is again routine. Note that our intended modals are serial. Thus, the result holds
also for the logic D5.
− ) and
Theorem 4. The local and global satisﬁability problems for K5(♦≥ , ♦
− ) are NExpTime-hard.
D5(♦≥ , ♦
Together with Theorem 3 this gives:
− ),
Theorem 5. The local and global satisﬁability problems for logics K5(♦≥ , ♦
−
−
−
K5(♦≥ , ♦≥ ), D5(♦≥ , ♦) and D5(♦≥ , ♦≥ ) are NExpTime-complete.
3.4

Transitive Euclidean Frames

It turns out that the logics of transitive Euclidean frames have lower computational complexity. This is due to the following lemma.
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Lemma 4. Let A be an R-connected structure over a transitive Euclidean frame
W, R. Then, every world l ∈ LA illuminates QA .
A ﬁrst-order formula stating that all non-lanterns are R-successors of all
lanterns requires only two variables. Thus, as an immediate conclusion from
Lemma 4, we can extend translation developed in the previous section to han− ≥ ), and obtain NExpTime upper bound for satisﬁability
dle logic K45(♦≥ , ♦
problem. In fact, the shape of transitive Euclidean structures is so simple that
− ≥ ) and
two variable logic is no longer necessary. Below we translate K45(♦≥ , ♦
1
−
D45(♦≥ , ♦≥ ) to one-variable logic C , which is NP-complete [13].
− ≥ ) and
Theorem 6. The local and global satisﬁability problems for K45(♦≥ , ♦
− ≥ ) are in NP.
D45(♦≥ , ♦
Proof. The proof is similar in spirit to the proof of Lemma 3 in [7]. Let lantern(·)
be a new unary predicate. We ﬁrst deﬁne translation function tr that, given
− ≥ ) formula ϕ, produces an equisatisﬁable C1 formula tr(ϕ). We
a K45(♦≥ , ♦
assume that all counting subscripts ϕ are non-zero.
tr(p) = p(x) for all p ∈ Π

(5)

tr(ϕ ∧ ψ) = tr(ϕ) ∧ tr(ψ) similarly for ¬, ∨, etc.

(6)

tr(♦≥C ϕ) = ∃≥C .x(¬lantern(x) ∧ tr(ϕ))

(7)

tr(♦≤C ϕ) = ∃≤C .x(¬lantern(x) ∧ tr(ϕ))

(8)

− ≥C ϕ) = ¬lantern(x) ∧ ∃≥C .x(tr(ϕ))
tr(♦

(9)

− ≤C ϕ) = lantern(x) ∨ ∃≤C .x(tr(ϕ))
tr(♦

(10)

Observe that tr(ϕ) is linear in the size of ϕ. Let B be a Kripke structure over a
+
transitive Euclidean frame. Expand B to a structure B+ by setting lantern B =
{w ∈ B | w ∈ LB }. Taking into account Lemma 1 and Lemma 4, a structural
induction on ϕ easily establishes the following condition
B, w0 |= ϕ if and only if B+ |= tr(ϕ)[w0 /x] for every world w0 .
− ≥ ) formula ϕ is locally satisﬁable if and only if C1 formula
Thus, a K45(♦≥ , ♦
− ≥ ) satisﬁa∃≥1 .x(tr(x)) is satisﬁable, yielding an NP algorithm for K45(♦≥ , ♦
− ≥ ) is obtained by just a slight update to the
bility. The algorithm for D45(♦≥ , ♦
one given above. It suﬃces to supplement the C1 formula deﬁned in the case
of K45 with a conjunct ∃x.(¬lantern(x)) expressing seriality (cf. the proof of
Theorem 3).
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Transitive Frames: Counting Successors, Accessing
Predecessors

− , that is the modal language in
In this section, we consider the language ♦≥ , ♦
which we can count the successors, but cannot count the predecessors, having at
our disposal only the basic converse modality. Over all classes of frames involving
neither transitivity nor Euclideaness local satisﬁability is PSpace-complete and
global satisﬁability is ExpTime-complete, as the tight lower and upper bounds
can be transferred from, resp., the one-way non-graded language ♦ and the
full two-way graded language. Over the classes of Euclidean frames K5 and
D5, both problems are NExpTime-complete, as proved in Theorem 3. Over the
classes of transitive Euclidean frames KB45, K45, D45, and S5 the problems are
NP-complete, as the lower bound transfers from the language ♦, and the upper
bound from the full two-way graded language (Theorem 6). So, over all the above− and ♦≥ , ♦
− ≥ coincide. What
discussed classes of frames the complexities of ♦≥ , ♦
is left are the classes of transitive frames K4, D4, and S4.
Recall that, in contrast to their one-way counterparts, the two-way graded
− ≥ ), D4(♦≥ , ♦
− ≥ ), and S4(♦≥ , ♦
− ≥ ) are undelogics of transitive frames K4(♦≥ , ♦
cidable [15]. Several papers [8][15][6] conjectured that decidability may possibly
− is considered. Here we conﬁrm this
be regained if the restricted language ♦≥ , ♦
conjecture, demonstrating the ﬁnite model property for the obtained logics. We
remark that we do not obtain tight complexity bounds in this case: The decision
procedure arising is non-elementary, and the best lower bound is NExpTime.
In Lemma 5.5 from [15], it is shown that over the class of transitive structures
global satisﬁability and local satisﬁability problems for the considered language
are polynomially equivalent. The same can be easily shown when, additionally,
reﬂexivity or seriality of structures are required. Thus, while below we explicitly
deal with global satisﬁability our results apply also to local satisﬁability.
Let us concentrate on the class K4 of all transitive frames. The ﬁnite model
construction we are going to present is the most complicated part of this paper.
It begins similarly to the exponential model construction in the case of local satisﬁability of K4(♦≥ ) from [7]: we introduce a Scott-type normal form (Lemma 5),
and then generalize two pieces of model surgery used there (Lemma 6) to our
setting: starting from any model, we ﬁrst obtain a model with short paths of
cliques and then we decrease the size of the cliques. Some adaptations of the
constructions from [7] are necessary to properly deal with the converse modality. Having a model with short paths of cliques and small cliques, we develop
some new machinery of clique proﬁles and clique types allowing us to decrease
the overall size of the structure.
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− ), we can compute in polyLemma 5. Given a formula ϕ of the language (♦≥ , ♦
nomial time a formula ψ of the form


η∧
(pi → ♦≥Ci πi ) ∧
(qi → ♦≤Di χi )∧
1≤i≤l



1≤i≤m

(pi

− πi ) ∧
→♦

1≤i≤l



(qi → ¬χi )

(11)

1≤i≤m

where pi , qi , pi , qi are propositional variables, Ci , Di are natural numbers, and
η and πi , χi , πi , χi are propositional formulas, such that ϕ and ψ are globally
satisﬁable over exactly the same transitive frames.
Proof. A routine renaming process (cf. [7]).
Let us introduce some helpful terminology, copying it mostly from [7]. Let
A = W, R, V  be a transitive structure, and w1 , w2 ∈ W . We say that w2 is an Rsuccessor of w1 if w1 , w2  ∈ R; w2 is a strict R-successor of w1 if w1 , w2  ∈ R,
but w2 , w1  ∈ R; w2 is a direct R-successor of w1 if w2 is a strict R-successor
of w1 and, for every w ∈ W such that w1 , w ∈ R and w, w2  ∈ R we have
either w ∈ QA (w1 ) or w ∈ QA (w2 ). Recall that QA (w) denotes the R-clique for
w in A.
The depth of a structure A is the maximum over all k ≥ 0 for which there
exists worlds w0 , . . . , wk ∈ W such that wi is a strict R-successor of wi−1 for
every 1 ≤ i ≤ k, or ∞ if no such a maximum exists. The breadth of A is the
maximum over all k ≥ 0 for which there exists worlds w, w1 , . . . , wk such that wi
is a direct R-successor of w for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k, and the sets QA (w1 ), . . . QA (wk )
are disjoint, or ∞ if no such a maximum exists. The width of A is the smallest
k such that k ≥ |QA (w)| for all w ∈ W , or ∞ if no such k exists.
Lemma 6. Let ϕ be a normal form formula. If ϕ is globally satisﬁed in a transitive 
model A then it is globally satisﬁed in 
a transitive model A with depth
m
l



d ≤ ( i=1 Di ) + m + m + 1 and width c ≤ ( i=1 Ci ) + l + 1.
The above lemma can be proved by a construction being a minor modiﬁcation
of Stages 1 and 4 of the construction from the proof of Lemma 6 in [7], where
the language without backward modalities is considered. Our adaptation just
additionally takes care of backward witnesses and is rather straightforward. We
remark here that also Stage 2 of the above mentioned construction could be
adapted, giving a better bound on the depth of A . We omit it here since such
an improvement would not be crucial for our purposes. Stage 3 cannot be directly
adapted.
To describe our next step, we need a few more deﬁnitions. Given a world w
of a structure A, we deﬁne its depth as the maximum over all k ≥ 0 for which
there exist worlds w = w0 , . . . , wk ∈ W such that wi is a strict R-successor of
wi−1 for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k, or as ∞ if no such a maximum exists. For an R-clique
Q we deﬁne its depth as the depth of w for any w ∈ Q; this deﬁnition is sound
since for all w1 ∈ QA (w) the depth of w is equal to the depth of w1 .
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From this point, we will mostly work on the level of cliques rather than
individual worlds. We may view any structure A as a partially ordered set of
cliques. We write Q1 , Q2  ∈ R, and say that a clique Q1 sends an edge to
a clique Q2 (or that Q2 receives an edge from Q1 ) if w1 , w2  ∈ R for any
(equivalently: for all) w1 ∈ Q1 , w2 ∈ Q2 .
A 1-type of a world w in A is the set of all propositional variables p such
that A |= p. We sometimes identify a 1-type with the conjunction of all its
elements and negations of variables it does not contain. Given a natural number
k, a structure A and a clique Q in this structure A, we deﬁne a k-proﬁle of Q
(called just a proﬁle if k is clear from the context) in A as the tuple profAk (Q) =
(H, A, B), where H is the multiset of 1-types in which the number of copies of
each 1-type α equals min(k, |{w ∈ Q : A, w |= α}|), A is the multiset of 1types in which the number of copies of each 1-type α equals min(k, |{w : A, w |=
α and w is a strict R-successor of a world from Q}|), and B is the set of 1-types
of worlds for which a world from Q is its strict R-successor. Intuitively, H counts
(up to k) realizations of 1-types (H)ere in Q, A counts (up to k) realizations
1-types (A)bove Q, and B says which 1-types appear (B)elow Q. Usually, given a
normal form ϕ as in equation (11), we will be interested in Mϕ -proﬁles of cliques,
where Mϕ = max({Ci }li=1 ∪ {Di + 1}m
i=1 ). Note that, given the Mϕ -proﬁles of all
cliques in a structure we are able to determine whether this structure is a global
model of ϕ. The following observation is straightforward.
Lemma 7. If A |= ϕ for a normal form ϕ, and if in a structure A the Mϕ proﬁle of every clique is equal to the Mϕ -proﬁle of some clique from A, then
A |= ϕ.
We now prove the ﬁnite model property.
Lemma 8. Let ϕ be a normal form formula. If ϕ is globally satisﬁed in a transitive model A then it is globally satisﬁed in a ﬁnite transitive model A .
We assume that ϕ is as in (11). By Lemma 6, we may assume that A =
m
l
W, R, V  has depth d ≤ ( i=1 Di )+m+m +1 and width c ≤ ( i=1 Ci )+l +1.
Note that A may be inﬁnite due to possibly inﬁnite breadth.
Let us split W into sets U0 , . . . , Ud with Ui consisting of all elements of W
of depth i in A (equivalently speaking: being the union of all cliques of depth i
in A). They are called layers. Note that cliques from Ui may send R-edges only
to cliques from Uj with j < i.
We now inductively deﬁne a sequence of models A = A−1 , A0 , . . . , Ad = A ,
Ai = Wi , Ri , Vi  such that
– Wi = U0 ∪ . . . ∪ Ui ∪ Ui+1 ∪ . . . ∪ Ud , where each Ui is a ﬁnite union of some
cliques from U1 ,
– Vi = V Wi
– Ai(U0 ∪ . . . ∪ Ui ) = Ai−1(U0 ∪ . . . ∪ Ui ),


∪ Ui+1 ∪ . . . ∪ Ud ) = Ai−1(U0 ∪ . . . ∪ Ui−1
∪ Ui+1 ∪ . . . ∪ Ud )
– Ai(U0 ∪ . . . ∪ Ui−1
– in particular: Ai(Ui+1 ∪ . . . ∪ Ud ) = A(Ui+1 ∪ . . . ∪ Ud ).
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We obtain Ai from Ai−1 by distinguishing a fragment Ui of Ui , removing
Ui \ Ui and adding some edges from Ui+1 ∪ . . . ∪ Ud to Ui ; all the other edges
remain untouched. We do it carefully, to avoid modiﬁcations of the proﬁles of
the surviving cliques. Let us describe the process of constructing Ai in details.
Assume i ≥ 0. We ﬁrst distinguish a ﬁnite subset Ui of Ui . We deﬁne a clique
type of every clique Q from Ui in Ai−1 as a triple (H, B, S), where H and B are
Mϕ

as in profAi−1
(Q) and S is the subset of cliques from U0 ∪ . . . ∪ Ui−1
, consisting
of those cliques to which Q sends an Ri−1 -edge (note that if i = 0, then this
subset is empty). We stress that during the construction of Ai , the clique types
of cliques are always computed in Ai−1 .
For every clique type β realized in Ui , we mark Mϕ cliques of this type, or
all such cliques if there are less than Mϕ of them. Let Ui be the union of the
marked cliques. We ﬁx some arbitrary numbering of the marked cliques.
Now we deﬁne the relation Ri . As said before, for any pair of cliques Q1 , Q2

both of which are contained in U0 ∪ . . . ∪ Ui−1
∪ Ui+1 ∪ . . . ∪ Ud or in U0 ∪ . . . ∪ Ui ,
we set Q1 , Q2  ∈ Ri iﬀ Q1 , Q2  ∈ Ri−1 . It remains to deﬁne the Ri -edges
from Ui+1 ∪ . . . ∪ Ud to Ui . For every clique Q from Ui+1 ∪ . . . ∪ Ud and every
clique type β realized in Ui , let f (β) be the number of Ri−1 -edges sent by Q to
cliques of type β in Ui , if this number is not greater than Mϕ , or, otherwise, let
f (β) = Mϕ . Let f  (β) be the number of Ri−1 -edges sent by Q to cliques of type
β in Ui (recall that this number is not greater than Mϕ ). We take all Ri−1 -edges
sent by Q to cliques of type β in Ui to Ri . We send in Ai f (β) − f  (β) additional
Ri -edges from Q to cliques of type β in Ui using cliques to which Q does not
send Ri−1 -edges with minimal numbers in the ﬁxed numbering. By the choice
of Ui , we have enough such cliques in Ui . We ﬁnish the construction of Ai by
removing all cliques from Ui \ Ui .
Claim 7. Each of the Ai is a transitive structure.
Claim 8. The Mϕ -proﬁles of every clique in Ai is the same as its Mϕ -proﬁles
in A.
The above claim and Lemma 7 imply that A = Ad is indeed a model of ϕ.
As each of the Ui contains a ﬁnite number of cliques and each of the cliques is
ﬁnite, we get that A is ﬁnite. Let us estimate its size. To U0 we take at most
Mϕ realizations of every clique type from U0 . Mϕ is bounded exponentially, and
the number of possible clique types in U0 is bounded doubly exponentially in
|ϕ| (note that such cliques do not send any edges). Then, to construct Ui we
consider clique types distinguished, in particular, by the sets of cliques from

to which a given clique sends edges. Thus, the number of cliques in
U0 ∪ . . . Ui−1


. Thus,
Ui may become exponentially larger than the number of cliques in Ui−1
we can only estimate the number of cliques in our eventual ﬁnite model by a
tower of exponents of height d (recall that our bound on d is exponential in |ϕ|,
though a polynomial bound would not be diﬃcult to obtain).
A careful inspection shows that our constructions respect reﬂexivity and
seriality. Thus:
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− ), D4(♦≥ , ♦
− ), S4(♦≥ , ♦
− ) have the ﬁnite model
Theorem 9. The logics K4(♦≥ , ♦
property. Their local and global satisﬁability problems are decidable.
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